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Several advances in thetechnology involved in determining protein crystal structureshave
facilitated several new and existing applications for protein crystallography/li. Crystallographic
studies of biological molecules such as proteins and nucleic acids /2, 3/have played a key role in
establishing thestructural foundationsof molecular biologyand biochemistry. Such studies have
been important in revealing structurefunction relationships thatare of major importance in
understanding how macromolecules operate in biological systems. Recently crystallographic studies
of proteins have become of interest to the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and chemical industries,
as promising tools in protein engineering, drug design and otherapplications to biological systems.
Since relatively large, highqualitysingle crystals must be obtained before a structural study can be
pursued using this method, protein crystal growth has become a topic of considerable importance.
One promising newdevelopmentin protein crystal growth involvesstudiesof crystal growth
processes in the microgravity environment obtainable in space /4, 5, 6/. Beneficial effects of the
microgravity environment on protein crystal growth include the minimization of densitydriven
convective flows /7, 8/that accompany crystal growth, the elimination of sedimentation of growing
crystals, and the ability to perform coritainerless processing of protein crystals.

The first microgravity protein crystal growth experiments were performed on Spacelab I by Littke
and John /4/. These experiments indicated that thespace grown crystals, which were obtained using
a liquid-liquid diffusion system, were larger than crystals obtained by the same experimental system
on earth. Subsequent experiments were performed by other investigators on a series of space
shuttle missions from 1985 through 1990/9/. The results from two of theseshuttle flights (STS-26
and STS-29) have been described previously /6,9/. The results from these missions indicated that the
microgravity grown crystals for a numberof different proteins were larger, displayed more uniform
morphologies, and yielded diffraction data to significantly higher resolutions than the bestcrystals
of these proteins grown on earth. This paper presents the results obtained from shuttle flight STS-
32 (flown in January, 1990) and preliminaryresults from the most recentshuttle flight, STS-31 (flown
in April, 1990).

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The space shuttle experiments involve crystal growth by a vapor diffusion technique which is
closely related to the widelyused hanging drop method of protein crystal growth on earth /10/. A
detailed description of the hardware developed for space shuttle flights has been described
previously/S/. However, figure 1 shows the basic principle behind the design of the apparatus
developed forprotein crystal growth by vapor diffusion techniques. Each experiment takesplace
within a sealed chamber that has a volume of approximately 5.3 cubic centimeters with clear plastic
windows for visual and photographic monitoring of crystal growth. Prior to activation of the
~~n~rimpnf th~nrntpin cnlijtinnc ~ cnntainpd within dnujhlp-harrpl cvrinnpc which ~ rtnnnpd
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Fig. la. - Vapor-diffusion - Stoppered configuration. The protein and precipitant
solutions are contained within each barrel of thesyringe which is sealed by an
opposing plunger. An absorbent material that holds the reservoir solutions surrounds
theprotein droplet, thereby providing exposure to a large surface area so that
equilibrationtimes are adequate for short duration shuttle missions.

Fig. lb. - Vapor-diffusion - Unstoppered configuration. The protein and
precipitant solutions have been extruded onto the syringe tip and are equilibrating
with thesurrounding reservoir solution contained by the wicking material.

The combined protein/precipitant droplet equilibrates with a wicking material saturated with a
equilibrationsolution. One entire vapor diffusion traywith dimensions of 35.8 cm. x 1.66cm. x 8.6
cm. contains twentycrystal growth chambers (Figure 2). Three vapor diffusion trays are contained in
a refrigerator/incubatormodule (RuM) which occupies one middeck locker on the shuttle.
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consists of twenty syringes and opposing plungersthatare operated
simultaneously using a mechanical ganging device. The clear circular
windows allowthe astronautto photodocument (via 35mm camera or
camcorder) crystalsgrowing within the droplets.

CRYSTAL ANALYSIS

Detailed x-ray diffraction studies were performed with area detector systems/il/using rotating
anode x-ray generatorswith copper targets, at various laboratories associated with the co-
investigator responsible for a particular protein experiment. For those proteins that produced
space-grown crystals thatwere large enough, three-dimensional x-ray diffraction data sets were
collected. The techniques and crystal growth conditions used for the space experiments closely
parallel thevapor diffusion experiments thathave been used in numerous studies on earth with the
various proteins. Consequently, three-dimensional x-ray diffraction data sets obtained from space-
grown crystalswere compared with the bestdata sets thathad been obtained from earth-grown
crystalsof these proteins using area detector systems and experimental protocols similar to those
followed forobtaining data from the space-grown crystals.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are a variety of methods that can be used to assess the quality of a macromolecular crystal.
Standard x-ray diffraction still photographscan be used forqualitative evaluation of diffraction
resolutions. However, because evaluation of diffraction resolutions from still photographs is highly
subjective, and is often dependent on crystal orientation, the primary evaluation used for these
analyses depended on three-dimensional intensity data sets for comparison of space and earth-
grown crystals. These intensity data sets can be used to analyze crystal quality in a variety of
different ways. Intensities are evaluated as functions of Bragg angles, including analysis of the
percentage of data above background levels throughout thedata collection range. The intensity
data are used to make plots of average I / o (I) values, where I is intensity, versus diffraction
resolution, and plots of percentages of data above various a levels as a function of resolution. In
addition, data sets forearth grown and space grown crystals can be compared using relative Wilson
plots,also known as differenceWilson plots /2/, which are useful for assessing changes in the
internal order of protein crystals. In addition to this detailed quantitative analysis, the principal
investigators associated with each protein flown on theshuttle, are asked to make a qualitative
assessment of the microgravity crystals based on microscopic analysis with photo documentation.

In general, analyses from the last four U. S. shuttle flights (STS-26, STS-29, STS-32, and preliminary
data from STS-31) indicate thatprotein crystals grown in microgravity maydisplay more uniform
morphologiesand yield diffraction data of higher quality than the bestcrystalsof these proteins
grown by any method on earth. Several proteins flown on STS-26 in September, 1988, produced
diffraction data that extended significantly to higher resolutions than the best crystals for these
particular proteins grown on earth /6/.

We will report here results from proteins flown on STS-32 and preliminary results from STS-3 1.

The STS-32 experiments included Canavalin, a protein extracted from Jack Bean. Canavalin crystals
are much denser than thesolution from which theyare grown and, consequently typically sediment
to the bottom of the hanging drop orcontainer. As a result, they often grow as fused aggregates
with several deformed faces. In microgravity, canavalin crystalsgrew dispersed through the droplets
as shown in figure 3a, which resulted in uniform morphologies for nearly all of the canavalin crystals
(Figure 3b).
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environment. The crystalsappear white due to polarized photography; it is
evident that thecrystals are evenlydispersed throughoutthe droplet. They
do notsuffer sedimentation effects as do earth-grown crystals.

Fig. 3b. Canavalin crystalsgrown in microgravity. The crystals display uniform
morphologies and more isotropic growth characteristics than do typical
earth-grown crystals.

Full data sets were collected on two space-grown crystalsalthough one othercrystal wassimply not
as good and may have suffered some degradation before the analysis was performed. The earth-
grown crystal used for comparison was not only perfect by microscopy, butabout four times larger
in volume than thespace-grown crystal. When thedata is analyzed using a plot of I /a (I) greater
than 5 versus resolution, it can be seen that thedata for theearth and space grown crystals extend
to almost exactly the same resolution but thespace-grown crystal yields considerably more and
better data over the entire range from infinity to the maximum resolution (Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Comparison of diffraction intensity data for space-grown and earth-grown
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Afurtheranalysis of thedifference in quality as a function of direction and reciprocal space, shows
that the most significant improvement was along the unique three-fold direction,or 1-index. This
wasexpected since the diffraction pattern falls offanisotropically and most severely in the 1
direction.

A second protein, isocitrate lyase, was alsoflown on STS-32. Ground-based crystallization
experiments have /12/invariably resulted in the growth of dendritic clusters (figure 5a). An
improved habit for isocitrate lyase was observed from shuttle flights STS-26 and STS-32. Although
some dendriticgrowth was found in the space samples, a numberof well formed prisms (figure 5b)
were obtained.

~

Fg. 5a. Isocitrate lyase crystals. Typical dendritic morphology for crystalsgrown on
earth. The dimensions of this dendritic cluster are 0.74 mm and 0.46 mm,
respectively.

.

Fig. Sb. Isocitrate lyase. These prisms of isocitrate lyase were grown on STS-26. The
crystal dimensions are approximately 0.4mm x 0.25 mm x 0.4 mm.

These prisms belong to thesame space group as theearth-grown dendrites, but theyyield better
intensity data throughout the intensity range (figure 6).
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Fig. 6. Comparison of diffraction intensity data for space-grown and earth-grown
crystalsof isocitrate lyase.

In addition, a relative Wilson plot indicated that, except at the lowest resolution range, thespace-
grown crystal had a significantly lowereffective B-value than theearth-grown crystal.

Crystals of human serum albumin were grown aboard both STS-32 and STS-31 shuttle missions.
Although ground-grown crystals of this protein are thin plates, the microgravity-grown crystals
were often thicker than their typical earth counterparts. X-ray analysis of the crystalsonce again
shows that the microgravity-grown crystalsproduce data of higherquality throughout the
resolution range (figure 7).
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Fig. 7. Comparison of diffraction intensity data for space-grown and earth-grown
crystalsof human serumalbumin.

Crystals of Anti-HPr Fab fragment were also grown on shuttle flight STS-31. Twosmall crystals were
obtained from themicrogravity experiment. One of these crystals was among the best in
appearance ever seen with perfectly developed faces. Data from one of thespace-grown crystals
wascompared with the bestearth-grown crystal (which was ten timeslarger in volume than the
space crystal). The x-ray data analysisdoes notshow a significant difference between thespace
crystal and the earth-grown crystal. However, one must realize that thevolume of the space crystal
wasonly one-tenth thatof the earth-grown crystal. The fact thatthe smaller Space crystal produced
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Fig. 8. Comparison of diffraction intensity data for space-grown and earth-grown
crystalsof Anti-HPrFab fragment.

Furthermore there is essentially no diffraction beyond 3.0 A for the equal-sized earth-grown crystal
whereasthespace crystal is still diffracting at2.8A. The increase in quality is further indicated by
analysis of theaverage mosaic spread of the space crystal (0.65) compared to thatofthe earth-
grown crystal (0.74). A lowermosaicity typically indicates that the crystal is ‘nore highly ordered. A
relative Wilson plot performed using the space crystal data compared to the best earth-grown
crystal also indicated that the space-grown crystal was more highly ordered at themolecular level.
The production of smaller crystals from space is believed to be due to the fact thatconditions had to
be modified to accommodate theshort (44. days) shuttle mission for STS-3 1. Anti-HPr Fab fragment
crystals typically require eight ornine days foroptimum crystal growth conditions.

A Iysine-49 phospholipase A2 protein isolated from venom of eastern cottonmouth was used for
crystallization experiments aboard STS-32. Three data sets from crystalsof the protein produced on
theshuttle mission were compared to two data sets from similar crystalsproduced inground based
experiments. Astrong correlation between crystal size and effective resolution dominates the
comparisons by both I /a (I) greater than 5 versus resolution and relative Wilson plots,with larger
crystalsproducing higher resolution data sets regardless of the gravity conditions duringcrystal
growth. In one case, however, where data sets are from shuttle-grown and earth-grown crystalsof
equal size, the data set produced by theshuttle-grown crystal is marginally better in effective
resolution. The distribution of crystal sizes seen in shuttle results is not unlike that typical of earth
bound experiments, although considerably larger crystals have been obtained on earth. In contrast
to the earth bound experiments, however, a much larger fraction of shuttle crystals exhibit the
ideal, untruncated square bi-pyramid habit. In earth bound experiments, perfectlyshaped bi-
pyramid specimens are very rare. In fact it wasnot realized what the ideal crystal shape was until
theresults of the shuttle experiments were examined. In a typical experiment performed on earth,
crystalsare found to nucleate on or gravitate to the borders of the droplet and growto some
truncated permutation of the ideal shape. In contrast, crystals produced on STS-32 typically showed
the ideal square bi-pyramid habitand thetruncated variance was the rare exception.

The results from the last four shuttle missionscan be summarized as follows: Microgravity
experiments can yield crystals thatare larger, display moreuniform morphologies and yield
diffraction data to significantly higher resolution than the best crystalsof these proteins produced
on earth. For each shuttle mission, approximately twenty percent of the proteins flown are found to
exhibit better morphologies or better qualitydata than their earth-grown counterparts.
Approximately forty percent do notyield crystalsat all and the remaining forty percent yield crystals
thatare either too small for x-ray analysis or produce data of poorerquality than the bestearth-
grown crystals. It should be noted that the results of a single space experiment (typicallyeach
protein is allotted five crystallization chambers) is being compared with the best crystalsever
produced for thatparticular protein by any method on earth. With the present hardware,
investigators have no ability to optimize the crystal growth conditions in microgravity and it is
believed that this often accounts for results where either no crystals are obtained from microgravity
or crystals that are far toosmall for data analysis.

There are a number of explanations for thedecreased resolution observed when crystallized
macromolecules are subjected to x-ray radiation. These include protein heterogeneity, impurities in
the crystallizing solution, the rate of crystal growth, inherent thermal motion of the
macromolecules, and gravity-induced solutal convection. It is clear that microgravity cannot
minimize or eliminate some of these unwanted characteristics. One hundred percent success rates
are not expected. The U. S. space shuttle simply provides a unique environment forexamining the
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